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The Star in the Christmas Play, written by Lynne Marie and illustrated by Lorna Hussey, is 
a picture book that captures Christmas in a unique way, telling the story of a young giraffe 
auditioning to be in the Christmas play at his school. The story resonates with children 
who are still learning to be comfortable in their own skin, while creatively showing how 
everyone belongs in the story of Christmas, and emphasizing the theme of baby Jesus 
bringing light to the world. 

In The Star in the Christmas Play, all of the savanna animals are excited to audition for the 
school Christmas Play, except Raffi the giraffe. He’s too tall to play baby Jesus, or Joseph, 
or even a manger animal. He feels discouraged, until he realizes that he’s just the right 
size to play the most important part. 

Turn this sweet Christmas story into a play or pageant at your school, church, or wherever 
you may be. The Star in the Christmas Play: A Christmas Pageant includes a full script, 
a list of characters, and lists of suggested props and costumes to help you put on an 
excellent Christmas show!

Get 20% off The Start in the Christmas Play using promo code Christmasplay on 
beamingbooks.com from now until 12/31/18!



The Star in the Christmas Play Cast
Narrator: The narrator introduces the story and comments on actions throughout the story. The 
narrator has the most lines and the longest lines. Suggested aged for the Narrator is 13 and up. 

Raffi: Raffi is the main character. He is eager to perform but doesn’t know what role he could play. Raffi 
is in the entire play and has the second most lines. Suggested ages for Raffi is 12 years and up. 

Mother: Mother is Raffi’s mom and gives him the guidance and support he needs to make his own part 
in the play. Mother is in several scenes with Raffi and watches the savannah school performance at the 
end. Suggested ages for Mother is 12 years and up. 

Lion:  Lion is one of Raffi’s friends from savannah school and is also excited to be in the play. He ends 
up playing the part of baby Jesus in the play. Lion is in the scenes that characters audition, rehearse and 
perform. Suggested age for Lion is 7 and up. 

Meerkat: Meerkat is one of Raffi’s friends from savannah school and is eager to perform. She plays the 
part of Mary in the play. Meerkat is the scenes that characters audition, rehearse and perform. Suggested 
age for Meerkat is 7 and up. 

Cheetah: Cheetah is one of Raffi’s friends from savannah school and is excited to perform. He plays the 
part of Joseph in the play. Cheetah is in three scenes in the play. Suggested age for Cheetah is 7 and up. 

Camel: Camel is one of Raffi’s friends from savannah school and is excited to be in the play. He plays 
the part of the Camel and is very excited. Camel is in three scenes in the play. Suggested age for Camel 
is 7 and up. 

Mrs. Ostrich: Mrs. Ostrich is the play director at savannah school. She is excited to help with the play 
and eager to help her students. She is in four scenes and has longer lines than Raffi’s friends. Suggested 
age for Mrs. Ostrich is 12 years and up. 

Wise Men and Shepherds: The Wise Men and Shepherds come at the end of the play and are 
guided by Raffi holding up the star. These characters do not have any lines and are on stage for a short 
period of time. Suggested age for these characters is 5 and up. 

*Additional characters are parents to watch the savannah school’s performance or additional animals 
in the school’s performance. These characters do not have speaking lines and are on stage for a short 
period of time. Suggested age for these characters is 5 and up. 



The Star in the Christmas Play Costume Guide
Narrator: Narrators typically dress in blacks but can also wear a special outfit if they 
would like.

Raffi and Mother: Raffi and Mother should dress in yellows or beiges and have some 
pieces of brown construction paper attached to the fabric for spots. 

Lion: Lion should dress in yellows. When playing baby Jesus, Lion can wear a long white 
shirt or have a blanket tied around him.

Meerkat: Meerkat should dress in grays and can have a piece of white paper attached 
to her stomach. When Meerkat is playing Mary, she can wear a white or blue dress or long 
shirt to give the impression of robes. 

Cheetah: Cheetah should dress in oranges and have black paper spots attached to the 
fabric. When Cheetah is playing Joseph, he can wear a white or brown long shirt to give 
the impression of robes.

Camel: Camel should dress in browns. When playing Camel, he can wear additional 
browns, though it isn’t necessary. 

Mrs. Ostrich: Mrs. Ostrich should dress in peach and browns. Ideally, she would have a 
peach shirt and pants with brown shorts over the pants, though it isn’t necessary.

Additional Characters: The wise men can dress in purples, reds or other royal colors. 
The parents or additional animals can dress up as specific animals or just dress in their 
favorite colors. 

The Star in the Christmas Play Prop Guide
Scripts: Use single sheets of paper for Mrs. Ostrich to hand out as scripts. You can 
engage the kids in these activity by having them write or draw on the ‘scripts.’

Star: The star that Raffi holds up can be a star cut out of yellow construction paper or 
yellow felt. If you would like Raffi to hold up the star higher, you can glue or tape a ruler or 
popsicle stick to the star. 

Manger: If you have a large cardboard box (with the sides cut off or taped down so the 
top is one) that Lion can sit comfortably in, you can use that. If so, you can engage kids 
by having them decorate it by drawing on it or arranging blankets in it. Otherwise you can 
use a mat or cot with blankets on it or just lay down a couple blankets. 

Gifts: The wise men bring gifts to Jesus. One of the best ways to engage your students 
is to ask them what they think the wise men brought and give them paper, markers and 
tape or whatever materials you have on hand to make their creations. Make sure to help 
with scissors for younger kids. You may also wrap boxes in paper and bows to create 
presents for the wise men to carry. 
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The Star in the Christmas Play Script

NARRATOR:

Raffi the giraffe normally raced off to savannah 
school, but today he dragged his hooves. 

MOTHER:

What’s wrong Raffi?

RAFFI:

The Christmas Play auditions are today.

MOTHER:

But you were so excited about it earlier?

RAFFI:

Then I realized I am too big to get a part.

MOTHER:

You’ve been practicing those lines for days and you

love performing. 

RAFFI:

(More upbeat) 

Yea, I do. 

 

MOTHER:

You will always be my star, Raffi. 

RAFFI: 

I will!
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NARRATOR:

Raffi raced to school, ready to show the director,

Mrs. Ostrich and his friends his performance. But as

Raffi waited in the line for auditions, he wondered 

what part he could get.

LION:

Hi Raffi, I’m trying out for baby Jesus. 

MEERKAT:

I want to be Mary.

CHEETAH:

I want to be Joseph.

CAMEL:

I’d make a great camel!

LION:

That’s because you are a camel! 

CAMEL:

What part are you trying out for, Raffi?

RAFFI:

Well I am reading Joseph’s lines, but I don’t know

what part I could play. I am so tall. 
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MRS. OSTRICH: 

Okay everyone, we are going to start the auditions. 

Lion you will be first. 

NARRATOR:

Raffi watched as everyone tried out for their parts. 

It was finally his turn to read for Joseph, but what if 

he was too tall to for any of the parts. 

RAFFI: 

(Performing in front of Mrs. Ostrich and friends) 

Mary, there is no room for us in the inn. But there is

a manger just over there that we can stay in. We will 

be okay, God is watching over us. 

Everyone claps for Raffi after his performance. 

MRS. OSTRICH:

Well done!

NARRATOR:

Once savannah school was over for the day, Raffi 

raced home to tell his mom all about his performance. 

RAFFI:

I read so well, Mama. Everyone clapped. Maybe 

someone as tall as I am can be a star. 

MOTHER:

You will always be my star. 
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NARRATOR:

The next day, Raffi galloped so fast to school, he even

beat Cheetah there. He couldn’t wait to go to school 

and hear which part Mrs. Ostrich assigned to whom. 

MRS. OSTRICH:

Lion will play baby Jesus. Meerkat, you will be Mary. 

Cheetah is Joseph. Camel…well you will be the camel. 

RAFFI:

(To the audience)

I don’t even get a part at all? I am too tall to be a 
star. 

LION:

I can’t wait to be baby Jesus, all snug in a swaddle.

MEERKAT:

And I will be your mom. Go to bed!

CAMEL:

I can’t believe I get to play the camel! I didn’t know 
if Mrs. Ostrich could really see me as a camel. 

CHEETAH:

You are a camel! I am excited to play Joseph!

NARRATOR:

While all his friends had a role, Raffi still didn’t

know what part he could play.  
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MRS. OSTRICH:

Raffi, I haven’t assigned you a role-

RAFFI:

Because I am too tall?

MRS. OSTRICH:

Yes. 

RAFFI:

I can’t play a lead role, because I don’t fit in the

manger.

MRS. OSTRICH:

Yes.

RAFFI:

I can’t play a manger animal, because I’ll block

the others from view. 

MRS. OSTRICH:

Yes. 

RAFFI:

I can’t play an angel, because I would fall through 
the roof. 

MRS. OSTRICH:

I am sure we will come up with something. I have

to go pass out these scripts. 

Mrs. Ostrich hands out scripts. 
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RAFFI:

(To the audience)

I really want to perform, but I am just too tall. Mom

always tells me that I am her star, but how can I be?

Wait a second… I think I have an idea! Mrs. Ostrich!

Mrs. Ostrich goes to Raffi.

MRS. OSTRICH:

What is it, Raffi?

RAFFI:

I know what part I can play! 

Raffi whispers to Mrs. Ostrich so the audience cannot hear.

MRS. OSTRICH:

That’s a great idea and such an important part. 

NARRATOR:

On Christmas Eve, the savannah school was ready to 

for their Christmas play. All the parents sat out in

the audience eager to see their kids perform. Everyone

was ready to perform, even Raffi. 

MRS. OSTRICH:

Welcome everyone! The kids have been working 

getting ready to perform for you today. Enjoy the

show!

Meerkat and Cheetah walk around the stage. 
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NARRATOR:

The play started, and Mary and Joseph searched for 

a place to stay. But there was no room for them at

the inn. The innkeeper had told them that they could

stay at a manger where several animals were. 

Meerkat and Cheetah walk to the manger and sit. 

NARRATOR:

At the manger, baby Jesus was born and it was time for

a star to shine. 

Meerkat and Cheetah smile at Lion in the manger and Raffi in the 
back holding up a star. 

NARRATOR:

By the light of the guiding star, the wise men and

shepherds found their way to baby Jesus. 

Shepherds and wise men walk onto the stage and stand by the 
manger. 

NARRATOR:

Raffi beamed. After all, he was the star in the 

Christmas play. 


